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INTRODUCTION

The computation of the Lie algebra homology of matrices due to
Loday and Quillen [LQ] and independently Tsygan [T] establishes an
isomorphism of graded commutative Hopf algebras

(*)

where H;(_) denotes the Lie algebra homology, HC*(_) cyclic
homology, and A is an algebra with unit over a field of characteristic zero.
In this paper we give an alternative proof of this theorem which does not
involve Weyl's invariant theory for GL(C). We use this approach to
compute Chevalley-Eilenberg homology in some interesting new cases. In
Section 1, we begin by proving (in characteristic 0) a Leday-Quillen-
Tsygan theorem for complexes which occur as subcomplexes D* of the
Chevalley-Eilenberg complex /\ * gl(A); the conditions we require of D *
are minimal. In particular, D * need not be closed under the conjugation
action of GL(Q), but only W(Q) = monomial matrices with entries in Q.
Under the condition that this action is the identity map on homology,
together with 3 other basic conditions (P1-P4, section 1) we show that
there is an isomorphism of graded commutative Hopf algebras

H *(D*) ~ S*(H * -l(C(D*))), (**)

where C(D *) denotes the image of the "primitive cyclic" subcomplex of D *
in C*(A) under the restriction of the cyclic trace. One way such subcom-
ple xes arise is via rational homotopy theory. We show how (**) combines
with the results of [OW]· to give a "geodesic" proof of Goodwillie's
computation

for a nilpotent ideal I in a ring with unit R.
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We conclude section 1 with some results in characteristic p i= O.For each
positive integer m and prime p we construct a stably non-trivial class
[x(m,p)] in Hfmp_l(gIN(lFp)) for N~(mp+1), not accounted for by
the cyclic subcomplex of /\ * gIN(lFp). These elements show that the
isomorphism of (*) does not hold in characteristic p, or integrally.

In Section 2, we use the techniques of Section 1 to compute (in charac-
teristic zero) the Lie algebra homology of sI(A) and st(A), the universal
central extension of sI(A). If

for * ~ i
for * < i

(i=1,2)

we show that

H';(sI(A)) ~ S*(HC~l~ 1(A))

H';(st(A)) ~ S*(HC~2~1(A)).
(***)

This is what one expects. If

for * > i
for * ::;;;i,

where K*(A) are the algebraic K-theory groups of the discrete ring with
unit A, one has the classical results

H*(BE(A); OJ)~S*(K~)(A))®OJ

H *(BSt(A); OJ) ~ S*(K~)(A)) ® OJ.

The results for subcomplexes and prime characteristic apply as well for
/\ * sI(A) and /\ * st(A). For example, the element [x(m, p)] mentioned
above lifts canonically to an element in Hfmp_l(stN(lFp)), N~ (mp + 1).

Section 2.2 contains results on the Lie algebra homology of block-
triangular matrices, among them an additive analogue of a result due to
Quillen and Suslin in group homology. In Section 2.3 we prove a stability
theorem for the homology of the above Lie algebras. Section 2.4 and 2.5
contain two further generalizations, in preliminary form. In Section 2.4 we
show how the decomposition of /\ * (gI(A)) given in (1.1.6), together with
the notion of primitive cyclic, generalizes to abstract Lie algebras 2

. (over IC) with a given Cartan-Serre basis. This sum decomposition is none
other than the eigen-space decomposition of the adjoint representation of
the Cartan subalgebra H acting on /\ * 2. The Weyl group W of 2
(defined with respect to a fixed basis of simple roots of the root space) acts
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on (A * Sf)C; when (A * Sf)/W is a graded commutative Hopf algebra we
conclude

(****)

where (A* Sf)PC is the linear span in A * Sf of the primitive cyclic basis
elements of A * Sf. The complex (A * Sf)Pc/W is the complex which plays
the same role for H;(Sf) as the cyclic complex C*_I(A) does for
H;(gl(A)), and (****) is the analogue for Sf of the Loday-Quillen-
Tsygan Theorem. Finally in Section 2.5 we briefly discuss which results
carryover to Leibniz algebra homology. Basically everything works as
before, the one exception being the construction of the torsion classes
[x(m, p)]. It is not clear at this point whether analogues of these classes
exist in Leibniz algebra homology.

We would like to thank C. Weibel and the referee for various helpful
remarks. During the preparation of this paper, the second author was
partially supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation.

1. LIE ALGEBRA HOMOLOGY OF MATRICES (REVISITED)

1.1. A Loday-Quillen- Tsygan Theorem for Subcomplexes

Throughout this paper, k will be a field. For a Lie algebra Sf over k and
a left Sf-module V, we recall that the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex
A * (Sf; V) is the complex which in degree n is

A" (Sf; V) = (An Sf) ® V, (1.1.1)

where An Sf is the nth exterior power of Sf as a vector space over k. The
differential d is given by

L (-1r+j-1 [x;, xJ /\ Xl /\ ... /\ Xi /\ ... /\ Xj /\ ... /\ Xn®V
1 ~i<j~n

"+ L (-lrXI /\ ... r. x,»; ... /\Xn®(X;V).
i=1

(1.1.2)

When V = k is the trivial representation, we denote A * (Sf; k) by
A * (Sf). The Lie algebra homology of Sf with coefficients in V over k can
be computed as the homology of (A * (Sf; V), d~) (c.f. [CE, K]). This
homology will be denoted by HL(Sf; V).

We will restrict ourselves in this section to the case Sf=gln(A) the Lie
algebra of n x n matrices with entries in A, where A is an associative
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algebra with unit over k, and V = k. mij(a) will denote the matrix with
(i, j)-entry equal to a, all other entries being zero. We will call a basis of
/\ * (gln(A)) standard if it is the extension of a basis of gln(A) of the form
{mij(xJL"'i,j",n, where {xc<} is a basis of A over k.

DEFINITION 1.1.3. Let x = miljl(al) /\ ... /\ mipj/ap) be a standard
basis element of /\ p (gln(A)). The support of x, denoted Supp(x) is the set

Supp(x) = {i 1
3 k with i= ik or i=jd.

We also define numbers

The excess of x with respect to i is the difference

DEFINITION 1.1.4. Let x be a basis element as in 1.1.3 above. x is called
cyclic if Ei(x) =0 for all 1 ~ i ~ n, and simple cyclic if in addition to being
cyclic one has Eli(x)~l for all l~i~n. A cyclic basis element x is
primitive cyclic if it cannot be written as a wedge x = x I /\ ... /\ xm, m> 1
where each Xi is cyclic. Note that if x is primitive cyclic, then it is simple
cyclic.

A basis element x is non-cyclic if there exists an i with Ei(x);6 O.

DEFINITION 1.1.5. Define /\ * (gln(A))C to be the subspace of /\ * (gln(A))
generated by cyclic basis elements, and /\ * (gln(A))NC to be the subspace
generated by non-cyclic basis elements.

Clearly /\ * (glnCA)) ~ /\ * (gl,,(A))C E!J /\ * (gln(A))NC as vector spaces. In
fact we may further decompose /\ * (glll(A)) as

(1.1.6 )

where for a = (aI' ..., an) E Z", /\ * (gln(A))NC(e<) is the subspace generated
by standard basis elements x with Ei(x) = a, for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n.

PROPOSITION1.1.7. The decomposition of (1.1.6) is a decomposition into
subcomplexes.

Proof If x is a standard basis element, then an inspection of the dif-
ferential din (1.1.2) shows that d(x) = Ld AiXi, where for each i, Xi is a
basis element in dimension one less with Ej(xi) = Ej(x). Thus d preserves
excess with respect to each index integer j. The result follows. I
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PROPOSITION 1.1.8.

(i) if char. k = 0, the inclusion

/\ * (gln(A))C ~ /\ * (gln(A))

is a quasi-isomorphism (i.e., induces an isomorphism on homology).
(ii) if char. k = p i=0, the inclusion

(/\ * (gln(A))C EEl aE~zn /\ * (gln(A))NC(a)) ~ /\ * (gln(A))
a#O

is a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof The adjoint action of the element m;;(1)E(gln(k)) (i an integer
between 1 and n) preserves the decomposition of (1.1.6), for if x is a
standard basis element of /\ * (gln(A))NC(a) for some fixed n-tuple of
integers ex, then ad(mii(1))(x)=exi·x. As the action of ad(mii(1)) is trivial
on homology, this implies /\ * (gln(A))NC(a) is acyclic for all ex i=° when
char. k = ° and for all ex1=p . 7!.n when char. k = p. I

Remark 1.1.9. When k s; IC, one can use the action of GLn(k) to give an
alternative proof of 1.1.8(i). Recall that this action is given by

the action on each term induced by the conjugation action of GLn(k)on
gln(k). A local multi-variable Taylor series expansion, together with the fact
that after complexification the action in this case differentiates to the
additive adjoint action of gln(k) (compare [Kn, p. 302]) shows that the
conjugation action on GLn(k) acts as the identity on homology. If du(r) is
the diagonal matrix with

d.(r) ..= {I
llJ} ri=O

if i i=j
if i= j

then the action of d;;(r) preserves the decomposition of (1.1.6), since
diJr)·x=(rai)x for xE/\*(gln(A))NC(a), ex=(ex1,oO.,exn). Choosing ri=1
and letting i vary, we conclude (as before) that /\ * (gln(A))NC(") is acyclic
for ex i=O. This ends the remark.

The standard inclusion gln(A) ~gl"H(A) which sends M to
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is a Lie algebra homomorphism; stabilizing with respect to n yields the Lie
algebra gl(A) = limn gln(A). The decomposition of (1.1.7) is preserved
under stabilization, where on index sets 7Ln maps to 7Ln

+) by (ab ..., all) H

(al, ..., a'l> 0). Let 7Loo = limn 7Ln. Then there is an isomorphism of com-
plexes

/\* (gl(A»~/\* (gl(A»cEB EB /\* (gl(A»NC(aJ, (1.1.10)

where /\ * (gl(A»C = limn /\ * (gln(A)( and /\ * (gl(A»Nc(<XJ consists of
those x for which Ei(x) = «, Vi EN, where a = (a), a2, a3, ... , 0, 0, ... ).

We will denote by /\ * (gln(A»sim (n ~ C'f) the linear span of the simple
cyclic basis elements and /\ * (gl,,(A»PC the linear span of the primitive
cyclic basis elements. These are subcomplexes. If D * c /\ * (gln(A» is a sub-
complex, let D;=D*n/\* (gln(A»C and D~C(<XJ=D*n/\* (gln(A»NC(aJ•

In what follows, we will assume that

PI. There exists a standard basis of /\ * (gl(A» which restricts to a
basis for D * over k.

PROPOSITION1.1.11. Let char. k = 0.

(1) Suppose that for each i, ad(mu (1 » : D * ---> D * is trivial on
homology. Then the inclusion

is a quasi-isomorphism.

(2) If for each 1~ i ~ n, r E Q the action of d., (r) restricts to a chain
map du(r) : D * ---> D * which acts as the identity on homology, then D; c; D *
is a quasi-isomorphism.

Condition PI implies the decomposition given in (1.1.6) holds with D*
in place of /\ * (gln(A». The proof is the same as in Proposition 1.1.8.

Propositions 1.1.8 and 1.1.11 apply in the case n = co just as they do for
finite n. If D* c /\* (gln(A» then we set D~m = D* n/\ * (gln(A»sim and
D:c=D*n/\* (gln(A»Pc.

THEOREM 1.1.12. Assume char. k = 0. Let D* be a subcomplex of
/\ * (gl(A» satisfying PI as well as the following properties:

P2. The conjugation action of W(Q) (infinite monomial matrices with
entries in Q) on /\ * (gl(A» restricts to D * to give an action which is trivial
on H*(D*).
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P3. D* is closed under the product induced by block-sum on gl(A).
P4. D* is a sub-eo-algebra of f\ * (gl(A)) under A (cf (l.1.C) below).

Then H*(D*)~S*(H*_I(C(D*))), where C(D*) is the image of DPCc
f\ * (gl(A)) under the cyclic trace map Tr: f\ * (gl(A)) -... C* _I(A) (see
(1.1.13) below).

Proof As W( Q) contains the (infinite invertible) diagonal matrices
with entries inQ, we have a quasi-isomorphism D;~D* (Prop.l.1.11(2)
and property P2). Let 15* =D*/DZc be the quotient complex of D* by
DZC=(f)O""fXEzooDZC(fX). As 1:"" acts trivially on H*(D*)=H*(15*), there
is a sequence of quasi-isomorphisms

D* -...15* -...15*/1:"".

The latter complex is well-defined, because the decomposition D * ~
D; (f) DNC is preserved under the action of W( Q ).

Now consider the coproduct A :f\* (gl(A))-"'f\* (gl(A))®f\* (gl(A)).
Let x be a standard basis element XI /\ ... /\ Xn, S an ordered subset of
a=(1,2, ...,n); if S=(il, ...,i.), let x(S)=Xi1/\ ... /\Xis' Then A(x) is
given by the formula (c.f. [MMJ)

A(x)= L (_l)sgn(O"(S))x(S)®x(SC),
Ss;n

(1.1.C)

where SC denotes the ordered complement of S in a and O"{S) is the
permutation which sends n to SliSc. According to P4, A restricts to a
coproduct on D*. If X is a standard basis element of (f\ * (gl(A))NC)
contained in D *' then

A(X)EDC®DNC +DNC®Dc +DNC®DNC

as one sees from (1.1.C). It follows that on the quotient complex 15*, A
induces a coproduct 3: 15* -...15* ® 15*. This coproduct descends to 15/1:"".
On the other hand Dzc/1: oo is an ideal in D */1: co with respect to the
product structure induced by block sum. This product on D */1: co induces
an associative product on 15* /1:",,; together with the previously defined
coproduct structure, 15*/1:"" is a graded commutative Hopf algebra. Now
consider a cyclic basis element XED;;. The component A(x)C of A(x) lying
in D;® D; is exactly

(1.1.CF)

where the sum is over all standard basis elements XfXEDf, xpED;;_k
(O~k~n) such that X=XfX /\ xp. It follows that the image x of X in the
Hopf algebra 15*/1:00 is primitive if and only if x is primitive cyclic (in the
sense of definition 1.1.4).
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Let 15* cD * /Eco denote the linear span of such elements. We claim that
15* is the subcomplex of primitives (or said another way, that any primitive
element is a linear combination of primitive cyclic basis elements). For sup-
pose that x = LiE TAiXi is a sum of (scalar multiples of) linearly independent
basis elements Xi which is primitive. We assume without loss of generality
that the sum is minimal, in the sense that there is no partition {TJ' T2} of
the indexing set T with LiE T AiXi primitive for both j = 1 and 2. The- )
coproduct for D on a standard basis element y satisfies the following
property:

(R) if Ya ® Y [3 appears in the expansion of L1(y), then Y = Y~ /\ Y[3' up
to a sign.

Now suppose that i1 E T and ITI > 1. Then Xi, is not primitive; let
xa®x[3 be a term appearing in the expansion of L1(xi,), where neither Xa or
x[3 is a scalar multiple of 1. Then, up to scalar multiplication, this term
must cancel with a term in the expansion of L1(xiJ, for some i2E T- Ud.
By (R) above, this implies that Xi2 is a scalar multiple of Xi" contradicting
the assumption that the original set of elements {Xi} is linearly independent.
This argument descends to 15. We may therefore conclude that T has
cardinality 1, verifying the claim.

Recall that there is a cyclic trace

(1.1.13)

from the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of gl(A) to the cyclic complex of A
(c.f. [LQJ). Tr * is invariant under the action of Eco' hence descends to
define a map

Tr*: 15*/Eoo ....• C*_J(A).

Now 15* is a subcomplex of 15*/Eco which is isomorphic as a complex to
its image C(D*) under the cyclic trace. This isomorphism is seen by noting
that a basis element xED;; is primitive cyclic if and only if it is of the form

where ij =1= i, if j =1=k. Appealing to the theorem of Milnor and Moore
[MMJ then completes the proof. I

Remark 1.1.14. Applying theorem 1.1.12 to D* = /\ * (gl(A)) we get the
Loday-Quillen- Tsygan result, which states that there is an isomorphism of
graded commutative Hopf algebras
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The conclusion of theorem 1.1.12 holds in other cases: adopt the conven-
tion that for zEgl(A), ZI /\ Z2 /\ ... /\ ZkE /\k (gl(A)),

= ct (_I)i+1 [z, zJ /\ ZI'" /\ Zi /\ ... "Zk) E /\k (gl(A)),

where Zi means omit Zi'

LEMMA 1.1.15. Let char. k = 0, and D* be a subcomplex of /\ * (gl(A))
closed under the conjugation action of 1:00 satisfying properties PI and P2.
Assume additionally that for each nand xED*(n), miN(I) /\ [mNi(l),x]E
D * for all 1 :::;i :::;n, for some N> n. Then

where C(D *) is as in (1.1.12).

Proof For a cyclic basis element x, let ij?(x)= Li,Eli(X»O (Eli(x)-I).
For each integer m ~ 0, define Fm D * to be the linear span of those cyclic
basis elements x in D * with ij?(x):::;m. {Fm D *} is an increasing filtration
of D* with FoD*=D~m and D*=limmFmD*. Let x be a cyclic basis
element in FmD*(n) with m>O, and i an index such that Eli(x) > 1. The
element

is in F", D *. If d(x) E Fm _ 1 D *' a straighforward computation yields

d(i) =n,» +x'

where n, = Eli(x), and x' E Fm_1 D*. This implies H*(F", D*/Fm_1 D*) = °
for m ~ 1, hence the inclusion Fo D * c; D * is a quasi-isomorphism.

A cyclic basis element x E D~m can be written uniquely as

where Xi is a primitive cyclic basis element and Supp(xJ (1 Supp[x.) = ij?if
i # j. From this we conclude that

By property P2, 1:00 acts trivially on H*(D*) hence also on H*(D~C). The
rest follows as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.12. I
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1.2. Application to Relative K- Theory

Theorem 1.1.12 can be used to streamline the arguments of [OW] (we
refer the reader to this paper for details and terminology).

Let [( 1) denote the category with objects (!:z;a) where I) = (1, 2, ..., n)
and a is a partial ordering of I). A morphism ip : ,(I), a) -+ (1J:l, f3) in [( 1) is
an inclusion of sets I) >-+ IJ:l such that i <" j implies cp(i) <fJ cp(j). If R is a
discrete ring with unit, I an ideal in R, define a functor F: [(1) -+ (spaces);
by

F((I), a)) = BT~(R, I),

where T~(R, /) c GLn(R) is the subgroup consisting of those g with

if i -r" j (i"# j))

If K(R,l)=homotopy fibre (BGL(R)+ -+BGL(R/I)+), then we have a
homology isomorphism (Th. 6.1, [OW]):

hocolim F ~ lim U BT~(R, I) -+ K(R, I),
r(l) n"

(1.2.1 )

where hocolim denotes the basepointed homotopy colimit construction of
Bousfield and Kan ([BK], Chap. XII). When I is a nilpotent ideal in R,
rational homotopy theory produces an explicit sequence of quasi-
isomorphisms (c.f., Section 6 of [OW]):

C*(hocolim F; (11)
r(1)

~ C*(hocolim Fo; (11)
r(l)

~ hocolim C*(Fo; (11)
r(l)

~ hocolim Go
r(l)

~ colim Go.
r(l)

( 1.2.2)

Here F0 : [( 1) -+ (spaces) * is given by

and Go is the functor
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where t~(S, J) is the Lie algebra corresponding to T~(S, J); m is an
element of t~(S, J) iff mij E J whenever i = j or i 1:." j. Each
/\ * (t~(R@z Q, I@o Q)) is naturally a subcomplex of /\ * (gln(R@z Q)).
Finally, colimC(l)Go is a sub complex of /\* (gl(R@Q)); we denote this
subcomplex by I" /\* (t"(R@Q, I@Q)).

Claim 1.2.3. I,,/\* (t"(R@Q,l@Q)) satisfies conditions P1-P4 of
Theorem 1.1.12.

Proof The sequence of quasi-isomorphisms in (1.2.2) starting with the
second line are all equivariant with respect to the conjugation action of
W(Q). hocolim j.., Fo is closed under this action, which must be trivial on
homology in light of the homology isomorphism (1.2.1). This verifies
property P2. P3 is obvious, and P1 follows by choosing a standard basis of
/\ *(gl(R@ Q)) induced by a basis for R@ Q which at the level of vector
spaces is compatible with the vector space decomposition R @ IIJ ~
Rjl@IIJ(J)I@Q. P4 is clear because I,,/\* (t"(R@IIJ,l@IIJ))is a sum of
the coalgebras /\*(t"(R@Q,I@Q)). I

The image of the primitive cyclic subcomplex of I" /\ * (t"(R@ IIJ, I@Q))
under the cyclic trace is easily seen to be the complex

This complex computes the relative cyclic homology of the pair
(R@IIJ,I@Q). The quasi-isomorphisms of (1.2.2) together with (1.2.1)
and Theorem 1.1.12 imply by Milnor and Moore that one has a rational
isomorphism

K*(R, I)@ IIJ ~K*(R@Q, I@Q)

~HC*_I(R@Q, I@Q) (1.2.4)

when 1 is a nilpotent ideal in R. This result is due to Goodwillie (c.f.
[G1, G2]).

1.3. The Characteristic p and Integral Cases

Let p be a non-zero prime, m a positive integer. Let

x(m,p)=m13(1) 1\ m32(1) 1\ mI4(1) 1\ mdl)

1\ ... 1\ m1l(1) 1\ mI2(1) 1\ md1) (1.3.1)

with 1= (mp + 1).
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PROPOSITION l.3.2. The class of x(m,p) (denoted [x(m,p)]) is non-
trivial in »s: _j (glq(1F p)), where q ~ (mp + 1).

Proof Consider the subcomplex (1\* glilF p) )NC(am,p) where IXm,p =
(mp, -mp, 0, 0, 0, ...). x(m,p) lies in the subspace (1\2mp-j (glq(lFp)))NC(am,p).
Let

be the linear map which assigns to a basis element x of the form

x=mjil(1) /\ miI2(1) /\ mli2(1) /\ mi22(1)

/\ ••• /\ mjimp_I(1) /\ mimp_12(1) /\ m12(1)

the number

# {i I Ei(x) = O} reduced mod p.

Then it is easy to see that

x(x(m,p))= -1,

This shows that the homology class of x(m, p) is non-zero. I

COROLLARY l.3.3. The homology group H~mp_j(l\* glq(lFp)NC(am.p)) is
non-zero whenever q ~ (mp + 1).

This corollary illustrates the failure of Theorem 1.1.12 when char. k #- 0.
The Chevalley-Eilenberg complex computes the Lie algebra homology
over a commutative ring R for Lie algebras !f which are free as R-modules,
The decomposition in (1.1.6) applies here; in particular it applies when
R=Z and !f=glq(Z). The element x(m,p) as defined in (l.3.1) lifts to a
cycle in 1\2mp-j (glq(Z)). Thus we have

COROLLARY l.3.4. The homology H~mp_j(glq(Z)) #- °for q ~ (mp + 1).

On (l\*glq(Z))NC(a) (IX=(IXj,IX2, ... ,IXq)EZq), we still have ad(mii(1))
acting as multiplication by IXifor each i. Hence multiplication by c on
H;((l\glq(Z))NC(a)) is zero where c=g.c.d.(IXj, •••, IXq). Over Z the map xp
lifts to

z: 1\ 2mp- j (glq( Z) )NC{lXm.p)~ Z/mpZ

v J---+ X( v) reduced mod mp.

This map is zero on d(1\2mp (glq(Z))), and -1 on x(m,p). We conclude
that x(m,p) viewed as an element of H~mp_j(glq(Z)) has order mp.
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In what follows, k = IFp (p prime), or 71. The action of I q permutes the
summands Hfmp-l(!\ * glq(k))NC(a) = Hfmp-l(!\ * glq(k)NC(a)) in the obvious
way:

if x E HL (!\* gl (k))NC(a) and a E I2mp-l q q s

then

ax E HL (!\* gl (k))NC«T(a))2mp-l q .

Applying the action of I q» we see from the above arguments that each of
the summands H;(!\ * glq(k))NC(ai,j) is non-trivial, where (Xi,j is the q-tuple
with (mp) in the ith place, (- mp) in the jth place, and zero elsewhere. So
for all q?;mp+ 1 and aEIq, there exists an xEHfmp_l(!\* glq(k)) such
that ax #- x. We conclude that

COROLLARY 1.3.5. The conjugation action of s, on Hfmp-l(!\* glq(k))
induces a faithful representation for all primes p and «> mp + 1. In par-
ticular, the action of GLq(k) on H;(!\ * glik)) is non-trivial for all q?; p + 1
when k = IFp and q ?; 4 when k = lL.

2. HOMOLOGY OF MORE GENERAL LIE ALGEBRAS

2.1. Lie Algebra Homology of sl(A) and st(A)

Recall that for n > 1 sln(A) is the commutator [gln(A), gln(A)]. As a
vector space, sln(A) is spanned by

mij(a), aEA, l~i#-j~n
(2.1.1 )

1~ i, j c n.

For A an algebra over a field k, a standard basis of sln(A) is given by the
elements in (2.1.1) where a and b are basis elements of A over k. When
n > 3, sln(A) admits a universal central extension stn(A) given as in [B]
and [KL]. Recall that stn(A) is the Lie algebra spanned by

uij(a), (2.1.2 )aEA 1~ i#- j~n

with relations

(i) uij(Aa + pb) = AUij(a) + pUij(b)

(ii) [uij(a), Ukl(b)] = {~il(ab)

for A, u e k;

if i #- I, j #- k
if i #- I, j = k.

a, bEA,
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The commutator [uij(a), uji(b)] is denoted by hij(a, b). Having fixed a
basis for A, a standard basis element for stn(A) is of the form uij(a) or
hij(a, b) where a and b are basis elements of A. These bases extend to give
standard bases for 1\* sln(A) and 1\* stn(A). As in Section 1.1 we define

Ej;(mjk(a)) = Eli (ujk(a)) = b~

E2;(mjk(a)) = E2;(ujk(a)) = b~

Eij(hkl(a, b)) = Eij(hkl(a, b)) = 0

(2.1.3)

i= 1, 2.

If X=Xj!\ ... rc x.; is a standard basis element of I\msln(A) (resp.
I\m stn(A)) we set

m

Eki(X) = L Eki(Xj)
j~j

k= 1, 2

and define the excess of x with respect to i as

The functions Ej;(_), E2;(_) are compatible under the maps
stn(A) --H sln(A) and sln(A)>-+gln(A). As with gln(A), we may define for an
n-tuple (X E 7Ln subspaces

(2.1.4)

consisting of those x with E; (x) = (Xi V1~ i ~ n.
For (X = 0 we write the superscript as C instead of NC(O). The same

arguments as in the case of gln(A) apply to show

PROPOSITION 2.1.5. The decompositions

are decompositions of complexes.

We also have

PROPOSITION 2.1.6. If char. k = 0 the inclusions

1\* (sln(A))C c:; 1\* (sln(A)) n ~ 1

1\* (stn(A))C c:; 1\* (stn(A)) n ~ 3

are quasi-isomorphisms.
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Proof The element hij(1, 1)=m;;(1)-mjj(1) lies in sln(k)ssln(A), and
ad(hij(1, 1» preserves the decomposition of Proposition 2.1.5. Precisely, if
x E /\ * (sln(A) )NC(a), then

On the other hand, from the definition of Ei(x) one has the additional rela-
tion L7~1 Ei(x) = 0. As char. k = 0, the fact that ad(hij(1, 1)) acts trivially
on homology for all 1 :::;;i, i« n; i =1=j implies /\ * (sln(A) )NC(a) is acyclic. The
same argument applies to stn(A) in both cases once we know that the
action of ad(hij(l, 1)) on a basis element x of /\ * (stn(A)) is given by

This result follows by the Steinberg identities in (2.1.2), from which one
derives the identity hij(1, 1)+hjk(l, 1)+hki(1, 1)=0, i=l=j=l=k (see also
[KLJ). I

Following Section 1, we call a basis element XE/\* sln(A) or /\* stn(A)
cyclic if E, (x) = ° for all 1:::;;i:::;; n (n:::;; co ), simple cyclic if it is cyclic with
Eil (x):::;; 1 for all i, and primitive cyclic if it cannot be written as a wedge
product X=X1 1\ X2 1\ ... 1\ x; of cyclic elements Xi with k » 1.

if * ~ i i= 1, 2.
otherwise

(2.1.7)

THEOREM2.1.8. If char. k = 0, we have isomorphisms

H;(sln(A)) ~ S*(HC~l~l(A))

H;(st(A) ~ S*(HC~2~ 1(A)).

Proof The alternating subgroup Aeo = [Leo, LeoJ embeds as a sub-
group of SL(A). Therefore conjugation by an element of Aeo on /\ * sl(A)
acts as the identity map on homology. Following Theorem 1.1.12, we have
quasi-isomorphisms

Block-sum and the coalgebra structure of /\ * sl(A) induce a Hopf algebra
structure on (/\ * sl(A))c/Aeo• The coproduct formula in this complex is the
same as before (see (1.1.CF)), identifying the sub complex of primitives as
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If a basis element x E /\ P sl(A) is primitive cyclic and p> 1, then [x] is
of the form

[x] = [mi1i2(ad /\ mi2i3(a2) /\

ij #- ik if} #- k. (2.1.9)

Therefore above dimension 1, (/\ * sl(A))Pc/Aco is isomorphic under the
cyclic trace to the subcomplex C~)(A) defined as the kernel of the augmen-
tation map

C*(A) ....;.. HCo(A).

We have H*(C~ll(A)) = HC~)(A). Together with

H~(sl(A)) = 0

H~(sl(A)) = HC1(A)

(2.1.10)

(c.f. [KL]), this identifies the primitives of H;,(sl(A)) with HC~)(A).
To deal with st(A), we first observe that one can define a block-sum

operation

using the sum in stn+m(A) and the embedding of stm(A) in stn+m(A) which
uses the last m coordinates. Similarly, one can define an infinite block-sum.
Furthermore, the group Aoo acts by conjugation on /\ * st(A). For n:;:,: 3,
the equality sln(lC)=stn(1C) follows from [BJ. This implies

Thus SLn(1C) acts on /\ * (st,,(A)) by conjugation when A is an algebra
over C. This action is trivial on homology because its derivative is the zero
map (c.f. remark 1.1.9). From this we may conclude that the conjugation
action of Aco on /\ * (st(A)) induces the identity map in homology for
algebras A over k.

We may proceed as before, identifying H;,(st(A)) with the graded
symmetric algebra on the primitives, which are computed as the homology
of

(2.1.11)

Above dimension 1 a basis element in this complex is of the form

x = [uili2(al) /\ ili2i3(ai) /\ ... /\ Uip_li/ap-l) /\ uipiJap)]

ij #- ik if} #- k. (2.1.12)
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We have H *(st(A)) = 0 for * = 1, 2. Above dimension 2, the cyclic trace
defines an isomorphism of complexes between (2. 1. 11) and C* -1 (A),
whence

We conclude Prim H;(st(A)) ~ HC~)(A).

Remarks 2.1.13. (i) The techniques of Theorem 1.1.12 apply equally
well to subcomplexes of /\ * (sl(A)) and /\ * (st(A)) satisfying analogous
properties to those listed in PI-P4.

(ii) The elements x(m, p) defined in (1.3.1) lift to cycles in
/\ 2mp - i st N(Z), Corollaries 1.3.3 and 1.3.4 therefore apply with s!» replaced
by sIN or stN'

(iii) The methods of this section also generalize to central extensions
of sl(A) which fit into the diagram

HC1(A) -----> st(A) -H sl(A)

1 1 II
Jf'~(A) -----> e(A) -H sl(A).

Let K.(A) = Ker(HCi(A) -H Jf'~(A)). Define a graded vector space V~(A)
by

if * ~ 3

if * =2
for * ~ 1.

Then there is an isomorphism of graded commutative Hopf algebras

H;(e(A)) ~ S*(V~(A)).

2.2. Block- Triangular Matrices

Let tn(A) denote the Lie subalgebra of gln(A) generated by
{mij(a) I aEA, i~j}. Theorem 1.1.12 does not apply to the complex
/\ * (t(A)) (t(A) = lim tn(A)) because it is not closed under the action
of Loo' However, Proposition 1.1.11 does apply, as tn(A) contains the
elements {mji(I)}i,;;;;,;;;n'

Denote by dn(A) the Lie subalgebra generated by {mAa) I aEA,
l~i~n}.
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PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Let A be an algebra over k with char. k = O. Then the
inclusion

induces an isomorphism in homology for all n ~ 1.

Proof By (1.1.11), the inclusion

1\* (t,,(A))C c> 1\* (t,,(A))

is a quasi-isomorphism. But there is an isomorphism of complexes
1\* (tn(A))C ~ 1\* (d,,(A)) for all n ~ 1. I

Similar results hold for the Lie algebra homology of tn(A) with non-trivial
coefficients in a t,,(A )-module V. Decomposing V according to the action of
dn(k) we see that the cyclic complex of 1\* (t,,(A); V) is

If V<-<» is zero whenever 1\*(tn(A))NC(X) is non-zero «(.(;60), then the
inclusion

(2.2.2)

is a quasi-isomorphism. This occurs, for example, where V = t,,(M) where
M is a bi-module over A and t,,(A) acts on V by the adjoint representation.

Another example is the following. Let A, B be algebras over k, L" a Lie
subalgebra of gUA) containing d,,(k), Lm a lie subalgebra of glm(B)
containing dm(k) and A an A - B bi-module. Let 2! be the Lie algebra
consisting of matrices of the form

(2.2.3 )

This is a Lie algebra, with Lie bracket given by [x, yJ = xy - yx. LetSfo
be the Lie subalgebra consisting of those matrices for which c = O. There is
an evident split-extension

M nm ( A) >-> 2! --+-+ Sfo

(2.2.4 )
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It is clear that dn+m(k)-;:;!eo, and that there is an isomorphism of cyclic
complexes

(2.2.5)

Proposition 1.1.11 then implies

PROPOSITION2.2.6. One has an isomorphism H;(!eo)....§4 H;(!e).

This is an analogue of a theorem due to Suslin and Quillen concerning
the homology of certain extensions of linear groups. As before, one may
easily formulate generalizations of this to homology with non-trivial
coefficients.

PROPOSITION2.2.7. Let A be an algebra over k, char. k = 0, and M a
bi-module over A. Then there are isomorphisms in Hochschild homology:

n

Proof As before, this homology is computed by the cyclic part of the
complex /\ * (gl(A); gl(M)), where the differential is given in (1.1.2). The
techniques of Lemma 1.1.15 lead to the isomorphism

H;(gl(A), gl(M)) ~ S*(HC* _l(A)) ® HH *(A, M).

Applying this to tn(A) and tn(M) we have on the one hand

on the other hand from a direct inspection we have

By the isomorphism HC*(tn(A)) ~ EEl n HC*(A) the result follows. I

2.3. Stability

Let !en=gln(A), sUA) or stn(A) if n~3. Let C(n)*=/\*(!en(A))CjGn
where G; = En in the first case, An in the last two cases. Stabilization
induces a chain map
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It is easy to see that in is an injection which is an isomorphism through
dimension n. The homology of C(n + 1)*/in( C(n)*) measures the failure of
the stabilization map from being a homology isomorphism. So

PROPOSITION 2.3.1. Let A be an algebra over k with char. k = O. Then the
stabilization map in homology

is an isomorphism for * < n and an epimorphism for * = n.

Proof This follows from the connectivity of C(n + l)*/in(C(n)*). I
This is due to Loday and Quillen for gl,,(A)( [LQ]). The complex

C(n + 1)*/in(C(n)*) may be used to construct a spectral sequence con-
verging to the relative homology H*(C(n+ 1)*, C(n)*). These types of
stabilization theorems also apply to subcomplexes which satisfy some
obvious (but mild) conditions.

2.4. Homology of Lie Algebras with Cartan-Serre Presentation

We assume give a Lie algebra 2 over C together with a Cartan-Serre
basis (c.f. [M, p. 260]). Thus we have generators

indexed on (a chosen) set of simple roots of 2 with relations (normalized
according to the convention in [M])

[e~, f~] = h~

[e~,jp]=O if IX=I=f3

[h~, ep] = a~pep

[h~, fP] = -a~p/p

(ade~)l-a·p(ep)=O if IX=I=f3

(ad f'y -a.p Up) = 0 if IX =1=f3,

where {a"p} is the Cartan matrix. For a finite set of generators (corre-
sponding to a finite set of simple roots) and a Cart an matrix of finite type,
the resulting Lie algebra is finite-dimensional and semi-simple. Moreover,
the above constitues a complete set of relations and any finite dimensional
semi-simple Lie algebra over C admits such a presentation. The Lie algebra
homology of 2 in this case is well-known, and determined completely in
terms of the roots and weights of 2 .. Given 2 as above, we consider ad(h,,)
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acting on a basis element x = Xl /\ ... /\ XI! E /\ I! (2), where Xi is a basis
element of 2 for each i. From the above relations we get

The decomposition of (1.1.6) now has an obvious analogy. The adjoint
action of the Cartan subalgebra H of L (generated by the hJ decomposes
/\ * 2 as a complex into eigen-spaces:

/\ * 2.'~ (/\ * 2)(0) EEl EB (/\*2)(").
CXE T",,<0

(2.4.1 )

(/\ * 2)(0) is the intersection of the null-spaces, which corresponds to the
cyclic complex, and the second sum is over all non-zero roots o: in the root
lattice of the eigen-space corresponding to a. The adjoint action of H is
trivial on H;(2), and so as we are in characteristic zero we have a
quasi-isomorphism (/\*2)(0)c;/\*2 (c.f. (1.1.8)). Call a basis element
Xl /\ ... /\ XI! in (/\" 2)(0) primitive cyclic if it cannot be written as
X = Y /\ Z for y E (/\P 2)(0), z E (/\"-P 2)(0), P > O. The Weyl group Wof
2 permutes the simple roots of 2. In fact, there is a natural representation
W --+ Autk((/\ * 2)(0)) induced by the action of W on the root space. The
linear span of the primitive cyclic basis elements forms a subcomplex
(/\ * 2)PC closed under the action of W.

We now suppose

HYPOTHESIS 2.4.2. (/\ * 2)/W admits the structure of a graded com-
mutative Hopf algebra, where the coalgebra structure is induced by the
coalgebra structure on /\ * 2.

THEOREM 2.4.3. Under this hypothesis, there is an isomorphism

The proof follows as in Section 1. The complex here that plays the role
of Connes' cyclic complex is (/\ * 2)pc/W.

2.5. Leibniz Algebra Homology
A is called a Leibniz algebra over k if it admits a k-bilinear pairing

[, ]:AxA--+A

satisfying the Jacobi identity but which is not necessarily anti-symmetric.
For such an algebra one defines its homology with coefficients in Vas the
homology of the complex
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(( ® A) ® V, d) n;.O' with

d(at(8) ... (8)an®v)

L (_l)iat® ... (8)ai(8) ... ®aj_t(8) [ai' aj](8) ... ®v
l~i<j~n

Denote the resulting homology by H;e(A; V) (resp. H;e(A) if V = k with
trivial A module structure). A Lie algebra 2! is a Leibniz algebra by
forgetting the antisymmetry of the bracket. In [C], it was shown that

H;e(gl(A)) ~ T*(HH*_t(A))

for a k-algebra with unit A when char. k = O. This easily follows by the
techniques of section 1, the primitive part being computed as the homology
of (® * gl(A), d)PCjJ: 00 which is isomorphic as a complex to the Hochschild
complex (® * + t A, b). One has a similar statement for subcomplexes, as
well as for sl(A) and st(A). The results are exactly what one expects: define

if * ~ i
if * < i.

We then have (for char. k = 0)

THEOREM 2.5.l. These are isomorphism of graded Hopf algebras

H;e(sl(A)) ~ T*(HH~t~t(A))

H;e(st(A)) ~ T*(HH~2~t(A)).

In fact, the only results that doesn't seem to have an analogue in Leibniz
algebra homology are the constructions of the torsion classes given in
(1.3.2)-( 1.3.4 ).
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